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ABSTRACT

The advent of the supercomputer has dramatically increased the

possibilities for generating and using ❑assive amounts of detailed,

fine structure atomic physics data. Size, speed, and software r.a‘?

made calculations which were impossible just a few years ago into a

reality, Further technological advances make future possibilities

seem endless. The cornerstone atomic structure codes of

* .-l
R. D. Cowanl have been adapted into a single code CATSd for usf? on

Los AhuEos

overview of

calculation

and oscillator strengths for over 300,000 transitions i? Ieutral

nitrogen; and in Section 111, we report our future supercornputer

needs

supercomputers. In section 1, W* provide a brief

the problem; in Section II, we re~ort a sample CATS

using configuration interaction to calculate coilision
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I . Ovewle w

A plasma consists of positively charged ions (atoms in which a numbel. [1:

bound electrons have been removed) in a gas of free electrons, Ions rJf .1

‘.’arietyof elements and charge states may be present. Each ion can exis: !:

an infinite number of quantum energy levels. These levels are deri~”e~l‘1”:

considering bound electron configurations which are different distLsihutic)r:< ):

electrons in shells based on principal qu~ntum number (n) and orbital ill~$.,l[~ ,:

momentum (1). Levels &iredetermined by veccor coupling of the orbital ang,i!,i!-

momentum and spin of the electrons giving rise to ❑any levels from 011,1

configuration. Frequently, several configurations can contribute to ?}lF

description of a given level; this is called configuration interaction. In

pr!nciple, there are an infinite number of configurations contributing co T:,.,

levels of”an ion, but, in practice, configurations are limited to t!lose wt~i,,~l

are deemed important to a problem. Atomic physics calculations are perro::!~,,!

tn order to describe these levels and the processes which occur, Henc,J, ,

massi’:e amount of computation and data can be required to model the ions (,1.{

plasma,

On the order of 100J levels will result from 50 simple configurations !():c

:Irornsof low-Z (Z less than 30). However, a single complex conflguratlo!: m.)’:

he ronstructod which will require far more memory th~n that avn!l;ll>liII,:

, ..rent Los Alamos camputers. For hlRh-Z near neutral iltflln% , .1;,

!flc!igul”atlons nre more complex and result in more levels, The l)~lmt,,~l,:

,,,..,.!~ :}lorefore ran become gigantic depending on rhe number .Ind L.wIPII’~ I ‘ “ ‘

I::! :y)lr;itlol,,i chrrs~n. In a(l:iitl(m, If” (.mlflgtlt-atlm infer.letIOH IS !l%P(III ‘

,“r~l:!l~,~~r;ltl~)rlt.~lntM>!he ctIlculMtPclsepfiriitelv
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Jhen an atom (ion) collides with free electrons or photons, transit iotls

of bound electrons occur between levels; this ❑ eans that the number OF

transitions which need to be considered for a model of 1000 levels is of :hr

(1000)2
order of —-

2
or 500,000. Most of the computer time in an atomi(’

calculation of this type is consumed in calculating the electron-ion colli:,io:l

cross-sections, If a 10V level computational mode 1 that calcui.1’c,:>

transitions at a rate of one per second is used, the entire calculation ‘.~i;!

take approximately 150 hours of CRAY-MP the for a single ion stage. Si:?(.L,

most applications require ❑ore than one Ion species, wa ❑ust multiply 150 !JY

the number of ion species. In addition, a supercomputmr is required to

process and verify the ❑illions of words of data which are produced by such ,1

calculation, Therefore, interactive programs which access, operate, ,Ind

dtspiay portions of these large data sets are necessary.

Ii’.wle CaIQ-

In this section, we describe an actual cal~tiiatlorl which .{ppronches ‘!,*.

magnitude of that discussed in Section I. CATS was used to calclllate nell?:”i:

nitr~gen using 30 configurations, including configuration Interaction hprw~t:

all configurations of like parity, resulting in 786 fine structur~ l[.~,’l,! ,
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energies, A more sophisticated method (i.e. distorted wave or ciose-coupling~

for computing collision strengths could easily increase total run time 1>.;A

factor of 100. Figure 1 shows the fine structure level-to-level collision

strengths corresponding to the ls22s22p3- ls22s22p23s1 configuration change,

111, Fucute Needs

The major portion of the time spent for the sample calculation x,1:;

dominated by performing ❑atrix multiplications (on the order of 100 x :(:11

matrices) for each transition. Therefore,

operation would lead to faster overall CATS run

The sample calculation required a ❑odest

a speedup for this rype f,t

times .

2-3 ❑illion octal words. T!:(,

size of the problem will increase dramatically as the nuber and complexity O!

configurations increass and ❑ore levels are produced, Memory management kc~.1’<

CATS at the optimum size for a given problem, Hemory ❑anagement is essential

in CATS because it 1S impossible to get good estimates of array sizes until

execution time. A standard memory ❑bnaging package would be very desirable,

The least important factor s~ems to be 1/0 time: however, tt,ecodes whi,-tl

access the atomic aat,a files should see a higher p~rcent of 1/0 usage. T!:,,

,itomic data are stored as nonstandard variable-length-record r~ndom ,1(,.,,,,.

~!!e% .Wlth a directory. q standard file managing package of this tvpe I;I,:: !

l)r~ ‘ft}rv desirable,

In surumrv, computational rat~s need to be increased hv 8 f{ll.till”1)! :.

illr’rde+r to make more accur;tte numerical models f~nslble, am-irnorfi m~mor”: .,:: : :

1,,, refi~llro(l fo tlnndle ro~plex cnrlflguratlony And high.Z +Iemenrs
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